“Carbon will be the currency of the coming age…”
Carbon reduction offers a great potential for brand differentiation...
carbon reduction is a huge opportunity...
Consumers increasingly understand the issue of climate change and want to participate in carbon emissions reduction initiatives by
buying low carbon products or services from companies that are showing leadership on climate change. For example, approximately
67% of consumers said that they are more likely to buy a product with a low carbon footprint. Climate neutral EarthPositive™
apparel will compete in the market place against conventional non-climate-friendly T-shirts. The purpose of EarthPositive™ is to
pass forward to you this competitive advantage!
WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brand differentiation
Opening of new markets
Safeguard client relationships
Secure brand value and reputation
Achieve competitive advantage over competition
Fulfill major Corporate Social Responsibility objectives
Capture market share from those who fail to take action
Demonstrate environmental responsibility to customers and shareholders

HOW YOU CAN PROFIT – You are experiencing the birth of a new industry based on low-carbon products and services. You
may plan to become part of it, help shape the future and profit, or you can plan to do nothing, as the world around your business
changes rapidly.
WHAT TO DO NOW – Use EarthPositive apparel to immediately communicate to employees, shareholders and customers your
commitment to carbon reduction. Use EarthPositive apparel to develop and market low-carbon products. Use EarthPositive apparel
to update your portfolio.
ORGANISATIONS THAT WISH TO REDUCE THEIR CARBON FOOTPRINT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banks and financial institutions
Car manufacturers and oil companies
Airlines and the transportation industry
Cosmetics and the beauty industry
Government and NGO’s
Charities and environmental groups
Sports and Eco-Tourism
Pop groups and Rock bands
TV and the media

IF YOU DO NOTHING?  – There is only advantage for first movers or ‘industry leaders’, once equilibrium is reached, there will be
no more advantage to be gained, but only disadvantage for those who failed to move, or who were last to be seen doing so.
Climate Neutral™ EarthPositive™ apparel makes sustainability a competitive advantage, and with an industry valued at $17 Billion,
what an advantage! To learn more, visit www.EarthPositiveOnline.com

Do you know the value of carbon to your business?
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www.continentalclothing.com

EarthPositive™ Carbon Footprint Reduction Table
The values shown below represent the total Carbon Footprint as calculated and verified by the Carbon Trust.
The ‘Initial’ value accounts for the use of conventional fossil fuel based energy sources from the national grid.
The ‘Reduction’ is achieved by using renewable green energy sources. There is no off-setting.

The units of measure are actually CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent), which means we have looked at all the green-house gases including carbon dioxide,
methane and nitrous oxide, which all have a relative score of an impact on the atmosphere.

How does the carbon footprint of other promotional apparel compare with EarthPositive apparel?
Until other promotional apparel brands publish the exact carbon emissions values of their products, we can assume that the carbon
footprint of a typical Woman’s T-shirt should be in the range of 5-7kg of CO2, and a Men’s T-shirt should be in the range of 5-9kg
of CO2. Conventionally farmed cotton has a greater footprint than organic cotton because of its dependence on petroleum based
chemical fertilizers and pesticides.
Larger sizes or heavier weight T-shirts will have a correspondingly greater footprint. The more raw materials needed to make a
product, the higher its carbon footprint.
Cotton garments produced in countries using highly mechanised supply chains will have a much greater footprint than those using
more manual labour-based production methods. Basically, countries that mainly use agricultural machines for farming that run on
fossil fuels, will have a much higher carbon footprint than those that are more labour intensive.

